COVID-ENFORCED VIRTUAL WORKING BOOSTS
LITIGATORS’ CONFIDENCE IN TECH SKILLS
Survey Shows Remote Working
Swells Ranks of “Digitally Hip”
But Uncovers Need for Legal-Focused
Platforms for Virtual Depositions
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A B O U T THE SURVE Y

Between September 15 and October 4, 2021
Esquire Deposition Solutions surveyed industry
professionals about their technology expertise and
experiences with virtual depositions and
721 litigating attorneys responded. The survey
was conducted using Qualtrics.1

1. Throughout this eBook, percentages are rounded to whole numbers and may not add up to 100.
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Greater Tech Confidence Tempered by
Virtual Deposition Concerns
Of all the changes that COVID-19 imposed
upon us, remote working has been one of
the most profound. Now it has become a
permanent fixture in full-time, part-time,
or hybrid variations across many industries,
including the legal profession.
To understand how remote work affects
attorneys’ day-to-day lives, Esquire executed
a survey with litigators to explore the
realities of working in a virtual environment.
From respondents’ candid appraisal of their
personal technical skills to their views on
the highs and lows of conducting virtual
depositions, the results shine a spotlight onto
some of the key issues attorneys face in this
new environment.
Responses reveal that the legal profession as
a whole has undergone a pronounced change
that is likely to endure. Many litigators now
think very differently about the impact
and importance of legal technology, their
own technical skills, and the way they do
their jobs in light of the shift to remote
settings. While remote working has been a
revelation for many in terms of productivity
and work-life balance, it has shone an
unflattering spotlight on the use of generic
videoconferencing offerings for virtual
depositions and underscored the need for
platforms that are purpose-built to maximize
their effectiveness in a legal context.

89% of respondents say the
increase in their personal
technical proficiency driven
by remote working during the
pandemic has made them better
attorneys. While 65% say they
are now more productive, 69%
say the COVID-driven surge in
virtual depositions created
more considerations.
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ATTORNEYS TODAY ARE tech savvy, and even those who retain

Looking ahead

their preference for paper-based operations have lost their fear of
using technology, although they still struggle with some aspects of
conducting virtual depositions. Their growing experience in legal
technology means they understand both the advantages of using
appropriate systems and the risks involved in cobbling together
multiple, incompatible technologies. The answer to this challenge
is to adopt purpose-built platforms for depositions that mitigate
exhibit, technology, and security pain points.

Pandemic Restrictions Drive
Boost in Technical Skills
With the pandemic forcing even the most
reluctant tech adopter to grapple with the
technologies involved in remote work in
general, and remote litigation in particular,
there has been a marked shift in how survey
respondents view their technical skills since
the pandemic began. When asked to assess
their pre-pandemic technical proficiency
as a litigator on a scale from 1 (poor) to 10
(excellent), 77% rate their proficiency at a
level of 6 or higher: 16% of respondents rate
themselves at 6, 23% at 7, and 18% at 8.
It is clear that, on the whole, respondents
feel their technical proficiency improved
over the course of the pandemic. Their
ratings of their post-pandemic technical
proficiency are notably higher, with 91% of
respondents giving themselves a rating of
6 or better. Impressively, 19% of respondents

give themselves a rating of 9 for post-pandemic
technical proficiency, versus the 9% who assess
their pre-pandemic proficiency at that level.
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Prior to COVID19, how would you rate your
level of technical proficiency on a scale of 1 to 10
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The number of respondents assessing
their technical skills with the higher score
of 8 is also substantially higher, rising
from 18% before the pandemic to 29%
post-pandemic.
These results suggest that, in spite of the
profession’s reputation for being slow
to embrace technology, legal workers
believe their technical skills have improved

substantially since the onset of the pandemic.
The marked increase in confidence indicates
that, priorities and time permitting,
litigators are more capable of building
technology into their practices than they
have been given credit for. Given appropriate
opportunities, legal professionals appear to
be as ready as any other professional group
to embrace new and better ways of working
involving technology.

Discovering the Rewards of Tech
Adjusting to technological change in the
legal profession is not just about lawyers
mastering the art of Zoom calls or changing
their own printer cartridges while working
from home. In an era when the impossibility
of being present physically has opened more
minds to digital practice, technology has
become an enabler for individuals seeking to
work smarter and better. Indeed, roughly
89% of respondents to our survey say that
technical proficiency has enabled them
to become better attorneys.

11%

89%

Almost 65% say that technical proficiency
No
Yes
has allowed them to be more productive,
getting more done in a shorter frame of
Has your technical proficiency enabled
time; 37% say they changed their workflow
you to be a better attorney?
for managing and litigating cases; and 31%
say that technical proficiency has allowed
them to take on a more significant workload. income. Almost 30% of respondents report
they have achieved better work/life balance
Moreover, there’s a strong indication that
as a result of increased technical proficiency,
better technical skills translate to an overall
and more than 23% say they have been able
improvement in attorneys’ quality of life and to increase their billable hours.
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Greater productivity (get more done in less time)

65%

Changed my workflow for managing and litigating cases

37%

More capacity to take on a greater workload

31%

Better work/life balance

30%

Increased billable hours

23%

Improved job satisfaction

In what ways has technical
proficiency enabled you to be a
better attorney?

22%

More confident in other areas of my life

9%

Other (fill in below)

5%

0%

10%

Open-ended comments from survey
respondents paint a more nuanced portrait
of the way technology is changing attorneys’
lives for the better, with mentions of
reduced time, cost, and environmental
impact as a result of less travel. Others
cite improved ability to keep up with
their peers and competitors, and “better
communication with clients” as benefits of
technical proficiency.

“If you can’t use Zoom properly these
days you are a liability.
[I am] more productive because
I don’t need a paralegal or more
tech-savvy support to babysit me
during depositions as I have seen
is needed for some attorneys.”

20%
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70%

“I have become a better
attorney… because the pandemic
exposed the glaring technical
ineptitude of most of my opposing
counsel.”
The time, cost, and productivity
improvements that legal professionals have
experienced first-hand are helping them
become increasingly at ease with working
in virtual settings. As their use of and
familiarity with purpose-built platforms
grows, they expect ongoing improvements
in the overall efficiency of deposition
workflow processes.
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Depositions Done Differently

Advice for
Attorneys

Deposition practice has undergone dramatic
changes since the onset of the pandemic,
and attorneys are hyper-conscious of this
alteration in the landscape. Nearly 62% of

RESPONDENTS’ COMMENTS ON

survey respondents report that they had
never conducted virtual depositions
prior to the pandemic; 28% say they did so

Zoom raise questions about its use in
virtual proceedings; we can infer that
platforms specifically tailored for legal
purposes that are integrated into legal
practice might do more to level the
playing field for the less technical.

sometimes, and 9% say that they occasionally
did. Only 8 respondents (roughly 1%) say
they conducted virtual depositions most of
the time pre-COVID.
80%
70%
60%
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40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Attorneys should capitalize on the
advantages of technology and their
improved tech proficiency by identifying
areas where they can improve productivity
and workflows, increase work capacity and
billable hours, and enhance their ability to
innovate. Even as the pandemic recedes,
consider continuing virtual work or even
expanding the virtual work environment,
particularly where it enables cost and time
savings by avoiding travel. Platforms that
are purpose-built for virtual environments
and incorporate all the necessary tools
into a single tool can transform preproceeding workflows and processes.

Prior to COVID, how
often did you conduct
virtual depositions?

62%

28%

9%
1%

Never

0.5%

Sometimes Occasionally Most of
the time

Compared to the
percentage of
depositions you
conducted virtually
during this pandemic
period, post-pandemic
do you believe you will
conduct more or less
depositions virtually?

Always

35%

31%
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Much
less

Somewhat About Somewhat
less
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more

Much
more

Less

About
the same

More
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Today, however, a clear majority (59%)
of attorneys who responded to the survey
believe that virtual depositions are here to
stay. Nearly 31% of respondents expect to
conduct “much more” virtual depositions,
while 29% see themselves conducting
“somewhat more.” Sixteen percent think that
the number of virtual depositions will remain
static, while 24% expect to conduct fewer.

Advice for
Attorneys
ZOOM REMAINS THE de facto standard

Considerations and Concerns
Fifty-nine percent of attorneys with
experience in remote depositions express
concern about managing exhibits in a
virtual environment.

Unsurprisingly, Zoom is by far the most-used
digital conferencing platform for litigators,
according to survey respondents. More than
three-quarters of respondents (79%) say that
they use Zoom for their virtual depositions,
compared to 11% using other platforms and
11% reporting that they do not use a virtual
deposition platform.

for virtual conferencing and is commonly
used as the platform for virtual depositions.
However, its generic nature means that
litigators must cobble together solutions
to address specific concerns, such as
security, deposition management, transcript
management, and accidental screen sharing.
Other off-the-shelf offerings present
similar issues. Look for solutions that are
specifically built for virtual depositions
and offer integrated, secure functionality
without unnecessary complexity.

deposition, and survey responses indicate that
the primary concerns regarding this situation
are exhibit management (cited by 56%),
technology (49%), and security (39%).
However, many respondents are not satisfied

Litigators must weigh a number of
considerations when preparing for a virtual

with processes for exhibit management and
presentation for virtual depositions. On a

Considerations when preparing for a virtual deposition
Exhibit Management

56%

Technology

49%

Security

39%

Preparation

30%

Transcript

26%
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scale of 1 to 10, with 10 indicating “extremely
cumbersome,” 46% of respondents rate exhibit
management at a level of 7 or higher.
This is borne out by the fact that the majority
of respondents – 69% – believe that virtual
depositions require more consideration than
in-person depositions; 31% say there are
fewer considerations to take into account. This
latter group likely reflects the convenience
of not having to travel and convene multiple
parties at a specific time in a single location.

31%
69%

Virtual depositions have MORE
considerations than in-person
Virtual depositions have FEWER
considerations than in-person

Do you find you have more or less considerations
when conducting a virtual deposition versus an
in-person deposition?

How Legal Professionals View
Themselves and Tech
When remote working was mandated
in March 2020, less technically literate
attorneys found themselves in the middle of
a crash course in the digitally enabled legal
office. Far from failing in the face of this
challenge, they have reaped the benefits of
exposure to technology.
The long duration of lockdown measures
gave litigators ample opportunity to

eLitigate™:
the Purpose-Built Alternative
To ease these concerns, more and
more litigators are turning to
purpose-built solutions that
minimize or eliminate issues like
security, technology compatibility,
and fragmented workflows while
readily accommodating transcription,
collaboration, and exhibit management.
Commenting on his firm’s use of the
eLitigate solution, Andre Webb, Partner
at German, Gallagher & Murtagh,
P.C. says, “The biggest benefit to using
eLitigate is having a single platform to have
everything organized and more streamlined
for the deposition. eLitigate eliminates
screen share risk of showing something that
is not intended. It provides an opportunity to
have a cleaner setup and a more organized
layout of the materials that will be used in
the deposition.” For litigators like Webb,
eLitigate solves many of the problems
posed by using general-purpose platforms
for virtual depositions.

become familiar with the ways in
which technical proficiency (existing or
learned) can benefit the quality of their
work and their work/life balance.
To take the temperature of today’s
attitudes to digital adoption, we asked our
survey respondents to identify themselves
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Which generation of lawyer
would you describe yourself as?

19%

17%

64%

Classically trained lawyer who
works via paper-based processes

Paper trained but digitally hip

Born and bred tech enthusiast

with one of three categories: 1) Classically
trained lawyer who works via paper-based
processes; 2) Paper trained but digitally
hip; 3) Born and bred tech enthusiast. An
encouraging 64% of respondents identify
themselves as “paper trained but digitally
hip,” 19% identify as “born and bred tech
enthusiasts,” and 17% place themselves in the
“paper-based” category.
The survey indicates litigators have an
increasing appreciation of the advantages
of technology. Fifty-eight percent of
respondents say they wish they had not waited
so long to become more technically savvy.
And while 42% say that they are looking
forward to returning to in-person procedures,
there is widespread understanding that virtual
depositions will increasingly be the way of
the future (58.1%).

Advice for
Attorneys
NO MATTER WHAT their technical
proficiency or preference, all litigators
will continue to use more digital solutions
for both personal productivity and
professional efficiency. With the number
of depositions being conducted remotely
increasing post-COVID, the issues
around exhibit management, technical
effectiveness, and security issues will
become a greater challenge unless generic,
patched-together solutions are left behind
in favor of streamlined platforms that have
been designed with litigating attorney
goals and challenges in mind.

Which statement is true?

58%

I wish I hadn't waited so long to
become more technically savvy

42%

I am looking forward to returning
to in-person depositions and paper

Asked if their technical proficiency has
enabled them to be a better attorney, the
majority of respondents agree, and this is
true even among the less technically minded.
Nearly 96% of tech enthusiasts, roughly
90% of those classifying themselves as paper
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Has Tech Proficiency
Made You a Better
Attorney?
100%
80%
No

Yes

96%

90%
72%

60%
40%

28%

20%

10%

4%

0%
Classically trained lawyer who
works via paper-based processes

trained but digitally hip, and 72% of those
indicating a paper-based preference agree.
These are very high numbers, and they

Paper trained but
digitally hip

Born and bred
tech enthusiast

indicate a growing acceptance and enthusiasm
for the benefits of technology even among the
most reluctant technology adopters.

Conclusion
The legal profession looks far different today from the way it was before the pandemic struck.
Litigators have become increasingly reliant on technology both to improve productivity and to
maintain continuity of service where remote working is the only viable option.
For some, the adjustment has played to their existing enthusiasm for all things technical,
including virtual depositions. For others, even as the productivity benefits of technical
proficiency have become increasingly clear, certain reservations remain. This is particularly
evident among litigators conducting virtual depositions, where the advantages of technology
must be weighed against concerns about security, confidentiality, and transcript and evidence
management within a virtual environment. For both technology enthusiasts and their more
reluctant colleagues, the survey results underscore the value of transitioning from a medley
of technologies hosted on a general-purpose conferencing platform to a single, purpose-built
platform that is secure, fully integrated, organized specifically for depositions and easy for
even non-technical users to incorporate into their practice. ❖
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To learn more about Esquire’s eLitigate
purpose-built platform, go to
https://www.esquiresolutions.com/
technology/elitigate/
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